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Maps and commentary depict the sites of major events in the Old and New Testaments

From BooklistThis atlas was last published in 1977. The original authors are now deceased, so
Anson F. Rainey, professor of ancient Near Eastern cultures at Tel Aviv University, and Ze'ev
Safrai, professor of land of Israel studies, Bar Illan University, were commissioned for this
revision. They have made changes to reflect new information from recent archaeological
excavations.The work covers the years 3000 B.C. through A.D. 200. The 269 two-color maps are
arranged chronologically. Each map is accompanied by references to biblical sources. Some
maps treat events that were not specifically mentioned in the Bible. For example, in the section
on the Hellenistic period are maps of the campaigns of Alexander the Great and the travels of
Zenon in Palestine. Succinct text explains the historical background of each map. The pages are
further illustrated with black-and-white drawings of artifacts and a few
photographs.Chronological tables, a key to the maps according to books of the Bible, and an
index to all geographic names appearing on the maps complete the book.Librarians who have
found The Macmillan Bible Atlas useful in the past will be pleased to know that this fully updated
version is available. It is an important work of cartography for biblical researchers and for anyone
delving into this region of the world.
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Robert W. Williams, “Add to your bible study library.. Worth the money, a lot of historical content.”

R. R. Lunn, “Exceptional. Even though this Biblical atlas is only available as used, I would highly
recommend seeking out this atlas. There is probably only one atlas that comes close to the
depth of detail that this atlas contains (The Sacred Bridge) and that atlas sells for 5 times as
much. The Macmillan Bible Atlas has an equal importance as a historical as well.”

Linda D., “Very Useful. This was a gift for my husband for Christmas. It has a lot of good features
and he has already gotten it out many times whenever a question about location of something or
information has come up while reading our Bibles or just talking about something with someone.
It was used but in great shape.”

dlm, “The BEST!. I ordered this atlas as a Christmas gift for my husband. I knew he wanted one,
but I had no idea it would be so hard to find. I found it several places online, but there was always
a problem getting it. When I placed the order through Amazon, I felt confident that I would be
able to rely on a safe and timely delivery. I was amazed how quickly the atlas was received. And
although it was second-hand, it was in very good condition. My husband loves it. He was thrilled
to receive it. Thank you so much!”

paradoxical, “First rate for readers outside of a big research library. I bought this copy for a gift to
my adult daughter, her husband, and my grand daughter.I have my own copy that I have read
and studies every page and every map in.”

Sherri M. Nelson, “love it. some information I didn't. bible student. love it. some information I
didn't know”

Kay J Young, “Review of MacMillan Bible Atlas. I ordered this for my husband and he is very
happy with the book. It is detailed and complete. It would be for the person really interested in
Bible study and knowing about the areas surrounding Bible times.”

Joey Harper, “Four Stars. great resource”

Client d'Ebook Library, “Great tool. For deep study”

2nimm, “atlas complet et passionnant mais peu coloré. livre anglophone relié rigide grand format
ancien (1993/1968) troisième édition d'un atlas biblique; textes complets illustrés de cartes
bicolores;cet atlas à l'iconographie perfectible est néanmoins très complet et ravira les amateurs
d'histoire”
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